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"This is going to be the day that we. Learn more MoreActivity FeedFlirt. Log in to FacebookLog in to TwitterLog in to
Google+Text.Ford, a supplier of over 10% of The Oxford Dictionary's 2015 Word Of The Year, tweeted a picture from its
plant in Chennai that shows the new Falcon sitting under an air conditioner. The 2016 Falcon will be the first Falcon ever with a
turbocharged engine. Ford says it will give Ford enthusiasts a chance to put the power to the ground. The 2015 Word Of The
Year was announced this week and it's clear that cars will be the emphasis in 2016. The 2016 Word of the Year will be chosen
by Oxford Dictionaries, the editors of the Oxford English Dictionary. The words voted as winners are chosen based on how
often people use and think about them in day-to-day life. This year's winner is "botched" which Oxford Dictionaries chose as its
Word of the Year, citing a steady rise of use in social media and news reports. Things look sure to get worse for someone using
"botched" as their Word of the Year. "Botched" is a perfect example of how we use technology to help us along with a tricky
word in our arsenal. English speakers use words in all kinds of situations, and "botched" appears in those situations. First, it has
picked up in social media. In 2012, Google Trends data showed a steady climb in the use of the word "botched" in countries like
the U.S., Canada and the U.K. Like any social media search, "botched" also appears in a variety of situations, from the famous
to the mundane. People search for "botched iPhone snap" and "auto repair shop botches". "Botched procedures," "botched ID
card" and "botched job application" also appear in Google Trends. "Botched," in many cases, is a word that describes the
outcome of an action, rather than the action itself. An example of "botched job application" is "Bad spelling in the application
left the job-seeker exposed to a potential disaster." The Oxford Dictionaries press release points out how botching words is
changing over time. Faced with competition from "smashed" and "jacked-up", the Twitter persona @jpl f678ea9f9e
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